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Cybersecurity Ventures predicts that businesses will
fall prey for a ransomware attack every 11 seconds.
Attackers are on the lookout for different
opportunities to exploit the IT network. Even a slightest drift in an important system configuration might
expand the organization’s attack surface paving way
for threatening cyberattacks.



WannaCry attack from the past clearly implies that
organizations should broaden their security strategy and
implement strong system hardening measures to identify all
types of endpoint vulnerabilities and minimize the attack
surface. A solution which offers a comprehensive approach to
meet the different aspects of system hardening is the need of
the hour.

A classic example of one such attack is WannaCry
which impacted more than 2,50,000 computers
across the world, putting many businesses’ reputation
at stake. The attack vector for this massive
ransomware is an old SMB protocol enabled in the
system, which led way for attackers to exploit the
whole network.


   
   
SecPod SanerNow Compliance Management offers a
wide range of security checks to identify any
configuration drifts, deviations in important system
settings and software vulnerabilities. It also provides
custom-built scriptlets to instantly remediate these
security loopholes.

Leveraging over 500+ security parameters per Operating
System (OS) and support for major industry compliance
benchmarks including HIPAA, PCI, ISO and NIST. SanerNow
will help you orchestrate strong system hardening measures
on your heterogenous OS endpoints, applications, and
servers.

SanerNow’s continuous scanning capability, end-to-end
visibility, and an extensive range of security benchmark
templates will help you minimize the security
complexities in your network.

With a powerful multifunctional agent and a centralized
cloud-based console, SanerNow rapidly identifies and
remediates your organization’s attack vectors, reducing your
threat exposure.
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Strengthen security strategy
with 500+ security
compliance parameters
Strengthen your system hardening
measures with 500+ security compliance
parameters offered by SanerNow. Draw
up your personalized security policy and
uniformly execute system hardening
across your organization endpoints.

Achieve system hardening
while aligning to major
industry compliance
benchmarks
Achieve optimal cyber hygiene with
continuous conformity while aligning
with industry and tech standards, including HIPAA, NIST 800-53, NIST 800-171,
ISO, and PCI.

Meet all your security
obligations with a unified
cloud console and
intelligent agent

Extensive support to harden
multiple OSs, applications,
and server

Use our lightweight, easily deployable,
powerful, multifunctional agent to
remotely orchestrate all system hardening and endpoint security tasks. With a
unified cloud-based console, take control
of your organizations risk exposure and
remediate vulnerabilities instantly.

With SanerNow, orchestrate strict
configuration hardening measures on your
heterogenous operating systems, servers,
and enterprise applications to minimize
your organizations threat exposure.
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Scan and identify deviation from system configurations, and detect
non-compliant endpoints
SanerNow’s efficient agent-based architecture helps discover non-standard or deviant endpoints,
and provides instant remediation suggestions with actionable insights. It allows for continuous
monitoring to detect any system deviations that could result in an increased attack surface due to
non-compliance.

Rapid, effective, and advanced automation techniques to implement
continuous security compliance
Minimize team fatigue and improve productivity. Implement continuous security compliance and
prevent future threats in your network through the industry’s fastest and effective automation technique, with minimal impact on the network bandwidth usage.

Control account, lockout, application installation, firm password policies and
more system hardening configurations
SanerNow’s comprehensive in-built security features including account control, lockout settings,
application installation policies, password strengthening measures and many more will help you
harden your system configurations. All these internal security parameters are supported across
multiple OSs including Windows, MAC, and Linux.

Customize your security policy based on available system configurations
SanerNow supports 500+ customizable industry-standard configurations out-of-the-box. Further, it
allows for additional customized policies and configuration settings to ensure specialized industry or
as well as organizational compliance.

Execute system hardening with custom-built remediation scriptlets
Make use of the custom-built remediation scriptlets to align your deviant endpoints with strong
system hardening measures and manage threat exposure effectively.

Comprehensive insightful reports with customization
Assess your system hardening task updates with customized and insightful reports that can be
automated, reducing effort and time spent on ensuring audit-readiness for your IT environment and
systems.







SecPod is leading provider of
endpoint security and management
solutions. SecPod (Security
Podium, incarnated as SecPod) has
created revolutionary SanerNow
platform and tools that are used by
MSPs and enterprises worldwide.
SecPod also licenses security
technology to top security vendors
through its SCAP Content
Professional Feed.

SecPod SanerNow is a Unified
Endpoint Security (UES) and
management solution that ensures
cyberhygiene by automating and
orchestrating measures to
safeguard your enterprise
endpoints from cyber attacks.
The major features of SanerNow
include,
Patch Management,
Vulnerability Management,
Asset Management,
Endpoint Management,
Compliance Management
Endpoint Threat Detection & Response


For enquiries on pricing
Email us on: info@secpod.com
Call us at: India - (+91) 80 4121 4020 / USA - (+1) 918 625 3023

